ONTRACK POWERCONTROLS

Restore SQL Server Tables in Seconds
it’s that fast. Our new software restores tables from native SQL backups eliminating the

need to restore the entire database – think of the time savings!

Extracting a
table from a
database backup
without having
to restore the
entire database
reduces restore
time from hours
to minutes.

Ontrack® PowerControls™ for Microsoft®
SQL Server®
■■

Restore just the table you need – not the entire database

■■

Preview table content prior to restoration

■■

Drag and drop copied tables directly to the desired environment

■■

Spend minutes restoring versus hours or days

■■

Achieve an ROI well beyond the cost of the tool

■■

Support Snapshots or native SQL backups

Common Reasons for Restoration
Dropped tables can be weekly, sometimes daily occurrences,
for example:
■■
■■

■■

A developer accidentally deleted a table.
The Finance Department used the wrong currency or
conversion rate on a report and needs to correct it.
An administrator deleted rows causing the system to fail.

SQL Server Restore Process
Current SQL Server restore methods require the entire database be restored just to get to one table.
SQL Server also must be present during the restore.
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Old way with
Microsoft SQL
Server
Find Backup
or Snapshot

Find SQL Server
and Disk Space

Restore Database

Verify Table is in
Restored Backup

Manually Restore Tables

Dropped Table

1
New way
with Ontrack
PowerControls for
Microsoft SQL Server
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?
Find Backup
or Snapshot

Query Backup Directly

Restore Tables Drag and Drop

* Requires Windows OS.
Does NOT require SQL
Server on the recovery
workstation

With Ontrack® PowerControls™ this process is simplified and shortened. From any workstation* simply find the backup or
snapshot, query directly and restore!

Start saving time and money today
with Ontrack PowerControls for SQL.
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